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Abstract
Background: Osteosarcoma is a rare malignant tumor of the mesenchymal tissue that accounts for 5% of
all malignant tumors in children and teenager. The purpose of our study was to describe the epidemiological
and evolutionary characteristics of osteosarcoma in Tunisia. Methods: It’s a retrospective study performed in
the Oncology Department of Salah Azaiez Institute from January 1980 to December 2016. We analyzed records of
200 cases of patients with primary high-grade osteosarcoma. Results: The mean incidence was 6 cases per year.
The mean age at the time of diagnosis was 19 years with a slight male predominance (55%). The distribution had
a single peak during adolescence and a plateau during adulthood. The average consultation period was 3.4 months.
The most common reasons for consultation were the pain (82%), followed by swelling (74%), trauma (10%),
fracture (6.5%), and functional impairment (5.5%). Mean tumor size was 11 cm. Preferred site was long bones
in young patients and flat bones in elderly ones. Common osteosarcoma was the most frequent (85%). Overall
survival and progression-free survival at 5 years were respectively 78% and 90.5%. Conclusion: In summary,
this study is a large national population-based incidence report of osteosarcoma in Tunisia.
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Introduction
Primary malignant bone tumors are rare tumors,
accounting for 0.2% of all cancers [1]. Among these
malignancies, osteosarcoma (OS) is the main malignant
bone tumor in children that accounts for 35% of all primary
bone malignancies [2]. It has a bimodal distribution
with two peaks of incidence [3]. This tumor mainly
affects boys during the second decade of life. It has the
particularity to sit in the metaphysis of the long bones.
However, in the elderly, osteosarcoma is more likely to
occur in the axial skeleton locations but sometimes it
can be radiation-induced or arises in Paget’s disease [4].
Despite its low incidence, OS remains one of the most
aggressive humans [5]. Multimodal management has
resulted in improved results that have led to an increase
in survival rates.
Currently, there is a paucity of information about
osteosarcoma in Tunisia. So we performed a retrospective
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study in which epidemiological data pertaining to patient
demographics, tumor location, and histological diagnosis
were recorded and analyzed.

Materials and Methods
This retrospective descriptive study was performed
in the oncology department of Salah Azaiez Institute
over a period of 37 years, from 1980 to 2016 and
recorded 200 cases of patients with primary high-grade
osteosarcoma. Patient charts were reviewed and data
extracted. Parameters studied were the age, sex, discovery
circumstances, consultation time, physical signs,
radiological signs, histological type, therapeutic modalities
(chemotherapy, surgery, radiotherapy) and evolution. All
patients underwent a pathological examination by the
criteria established by the World Health Organization,
which confirmed in all cases the diagnosis of primary
high-grade osteosarcoma.
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For the classification, we used the International
Classification of Diseases for Oncology (ICD-O-3) [6].
We included all malignant primary osteosarcomas (site
code C40.0-40.9 and C41.0 -41.9 and histology codes
9180 / 3-9187 / 3, 9192 / 3-9195 / 3, 9200/3) [6]. The
group diagnosed before 1999 was classified according
to the first edition of (ICD-0). Between 1999 and 2000,
diagnosed osteosarcoma cases were initially classified
according to the second edition of ICD-O (ICD-O-2) and
then converted to the third edition of ICD-O (ICD-O -3)
[6-7]. From 2001, the third edition (ICD-03) was used
from the outset. Survival data were studied Kaplan Meier
method. The search for prognostic factors was performed
in a single factor analysis by comparing the survival
curves by the Log-Rank test. The data was processed on
the <SPSS 18> software. A confidence interval of 95%
was considered with a level of significance set at p < 0.05.
Source of Funding
No funding source did play a role in this investigation.

Results
Incidence
The mean incidence was 6 cases per year. During
the 36 years, the incidence of OS showed an increase
from 5 cases per year between 1978 and 1993 to 5.2 cases
per year between 2005 and 2016. The highest incidence
was observed between 1994 and 2004 with a rate of 6.2
cases per year.
We found an 8-year old patient with a family history of
retinoblastoma who had a femoral osteosarcoma and
an orbital retinoblastoma which were associated with
the dysfunction of the tumor suppressor protein RB1.
Age
The mean age at the time of diagnosis was 19 years
(range, 2–83 years) for male, 17 years (range, 1–70 years)
for female, and 18 years (range, 1–83 years) overall.
The distribution of osteosarcoma throughout all ages
failed to show a bimodal age distribution and only had
a single peak during adolescence and a plateau during
adulthood (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Age Distribution, A Single Peak During
Adolescence and a Plateau During Adulthood.
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Figure b. Seat Distribution of Osteosarcoma
has declined over time from 60% between 1994 and
2004 to 55% between 2005 and 2016.
Consultation period
was 3.4 months ( 15 days to 14 months). It was shorter
in patients with an extra-axial seat tumor (3.1 months)
compared to those with an axial seat tumor (5 months).
Chief complaints
The most common complaint was pain (82%),
swelling (74%), trauma (10%), fracture (6.5%), and
functional impairment (5.5%).
Physical signs
The mean tumor size was 11 cm ( 6 to 18 cm). The
mean size observed between 1978 and 1993 was 14 cm.
There was a steady and gradual decrease in tumor size
afterward to reach an average size of 11 cm.
Site distribution
the majority of OS (86, 5%) arose in the appendicular
skeleton. the lower limbs were the most affected (77,
5%). Most common was the femur (50.5%) followed
by tibia (25%), humerus (16%), ulna (6.5%) and fibula
(2%). The axial skeleton was affected in 13.5% of cases
pelvis (37%), followed by maxillary bone (37%), spine
(15%), scapula (7.4%) and occiput (3.7%). Nevertheless,
the rate of patients with axial tumor location has increased
over the years, from 7% between 1978 and 1993 to 22%
from the year 2000.
The preferred site was long bones in young patients
and flat bones in elderly ones. In fact, the age-specific
incidence rate for appendicular malignant osteosarcomas
was lower among adults aged over 60 years (25%) and
was higher among adolescents aged 10-19 years (97%).
However, the age-specific incidence rate for axial
malignant osteosarcoma was lower among children and
adolescents aged less than 20 years (2%) and higher among
adults aged over 60 years (71%). Moreover, differences
in distribution by gender were also observed given that
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Figure c. Distribution of Osteosarcoma of Extra-axial
Seat
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Figure e. Distribution of Extra Axial Seat According to
Age
among axial malignant OS cases, the distribution was
higher among males (19%) compared with females
(11%) whereas, among appendicular malignant OS cases,
the distribution was slightly higher among females (88%)
compared with males (84%) (Figure 2A-2B).
Radiological findings
For local extension assessment, conventional
radiography was done for all patients and MRI was done
for 38.5% of patients. For distance extension assessment,
chest CT was done for 72% of patients and bone
scintigraphy for 67% of patients. The lytic radiological
aspect was predominant (45%). The condensing and
mixed ones were 21% each. Of the total cases, 21% were
found with metastases. Thus, localized osteosarcoma was
more frequent than the metastatic form (79% vs 21%).
Axial seat tumors were predominantly localized whereas
extra-axial seat tumors were mostly metastatic. Metastases
were mainly pulmonary (85%) and bone (20%).
Histological findings
The histological diagnosis was carried out in 95.5% of
the patients on a piece of surgical biopsy and in 4.5% of
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Figure d. Distribution of Osteosarcoma of Axial Seat
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Figure f. Distribution of Axial Seat According to Age
the cases on a surgical specimen. The common form
was the most frequent regardless of sex and location.
The osteoblastic lesion was the most common OS variant
(47%) (Figure 4). Median progression-free survival was
17 months for the osteoblastic form, 20 months for the
chondroblastic form and 6 months for the fibroblastic
forms.
Outcomes
The overall survival of our population was 78
% at 5 years. Factors influencing overall survival at
univariate analysis were: Trauma history (p = 0.037),
functional impotence and movement limitation (p = 0.01),
local treatment of the primary tumor (p = 0.008) and
local treatment of distant metastases (p = 0.003).
Progression-free survival (PFS), was 90.5 % at 5 years.

Discussion
Our study is the first national report that describes
the epidemiological characteristics of primary malignant
osteosarcoma in Tunisia.
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Incidence
OS is a rare tumor with an estimated frequency
between 0.5 and 2% of all cancers [8]. The incidence of
OS during childhood and adolescence is estimated to
be between 3 and 4.5 cases per million inhabitants per
year [2-9]. A higher incidence has been reported in Italy,
Latin America and some African countries, while lower
occurrence rates have been observed in other countries
such as Western Australia and the United States [2]. In our
series, 200 cases were recorded over a period of 37 years
with a mean incidence of 5 cases per year.
Age
According to Parkin. et al. [10] 80% of
osteosarcomas occur in children and adolescents with
an average age of 14 years. Outstanding cases have
been reported before the age of 5 years. According
to Philip et al. an age of fewer than 12 years is a
predicting factor of poor prognosis [11]. In our study,
the mean age at the time of diagnosis was 18 years.
As a rule, the incidence rates of OS are age-related and
have a bimodal distribution. The first well-defined peak
occurs mainly during the second decade of life: between
15 and 19 years [2]. This peak is followed by a decrease in
the incidence of occurrence with a plateau in subjects aged
between 25 and 60 years. A second lower peak is observed
in the 7th and 8th decades of life. The distribution of our
patients throughout all ages failed to show this bimodal
age distribution. We found only a single peak during
adolescence and a plateau during adulthood. The lack of
the second peak in our population can be related to the
fact that we didn’t include patients having Paget disease
which occurs at an elderly age.
Sexes
In most series, men are more affected than women in
each age group with a male-to-female ratio close to 1.7
[2]. These ratios are consistent with those of our series.
Nevertheless, in some studies women are more affected
than men in patients under the age of 15 years, as well
as in elderly subjects especially those with a history of
neoplasia [2-9]. These data suggest that bone growth
as well as hormonal changes related to puberty may be
involved in the occurrence of osteosarcomas [12].
-The timing of consultation is a decisive prognostic
factor given the high malignancy potential of OS. In our
study the average consultation period was 3.4 months
and has reached 15 months in some cases. This delay
can be explained by the lack of specificity of clinical
signs given by the fact that swelling is often mistaken as
a simple inflammation or an infection especially when the
discovery is concurrent with a trauma. In other cases the
low socio-economic level or the low level of education of
some parents can be involved in the delay in therapeutic
management.
The clinical semiology of OS is based on the triad
Pain, swelling and functional impotence. The main
clinical sign is pain present in 80 to 85% of cases in the
majority of series [13, 14]. In our study, which was the
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complaint in 82% of cases. It initially has a mechanical
rhythm that gradually overlaps with an inflammatory type
resulting in a total functional impotence of the patient
[15-16]. Delphine et al. [17] showed that in one-third of
cases swelling may be absent.
Localization
OS is mainly located in the peripheral skeleton and
sites where bone growth is highest [6, 18]. In our study,
the most frequent localizations were the femur (50.5%),
the tibia (25%) and the humerus (16%). In Arndt [19],
Campanacci and Widhe [20], in which 3433 OS cases
were collected, knee infiltration accounted for more than
half of cases (53%) followed by humerus (10%).
Radiological findings
Local extension
Most osteosarcomas occur in the metaphyseal
region of bones which radiologically abnormalities of bone
structures at a type of osteolysis and osteocondensation.
In our study, standard radiography of the affected bone
was performed in all our patients. It showed osteolysis
images in 45% of cases, osteocondensating lesions in
21% of cases, and mixed lesions in 21% of cases.
Magnetic resonance imaging Is an essential tool
for determining intra-osseous tumor extension and soft
tissue involvement. It is also a good tool for showing skip
metastases [21].
In our study, MRI indicated soft tissue invasion
in 49.5% of cases, joint invasion in 23% of cases and
vascular and nerve infiltration in 16% of cases. Skips
metastases were noted in only 6% of cases.
Distance extension
The assessment and the prognosis of OS are dominated
by the occurrence of metastases. These metastases
appear mainly in the lungs. The sensitivity of computed
tomography is higher than that of standard radiographs
for the detection of lung metastases (88% vs. 57%) [22].
Diagnostic criteria have been defined by the “European
and American Osteosarcoma Study Group 1 EURAMOS”
[23].
Bone scintigraphy is indicated before any clinical
or radiological suspicion of malignant bone pathology
(search for tumor and skip metastases as well as
exploration of the whole body) [24-25].
-Prognostic factors
•Pulmonary metastases
The presence of visible pulmonary metastases at
the first assessment is the main prognostic factor. Without
treatment, survival from their diagnosis is between 6
and 10 months. In our study pulmonary metastases were
associated with poor prognosis.
•Tumor size
We didn’t found any correlation between tumor size
and survival in our population. However, a large tumor
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contains many more cells and presents a greater risk than
a clone cell which is resistant to chemotherapy. Large
tumors are thus generally more chemoresistant than
the small ones, and under these conditions, they remain
a poor prognosis.
•Tumor site
Tumor location remains a major prognostic factor
because the axial locations are usually large volume
and their local treatment is difficult. In the Mac Kenna
series [25], 5-year survival of central osteosarcomas
did not exceed 5%. In most series, survival expectancy
after hip disarticulation for lower femur osteosarcoma
was between 15 and 25% whereas it reached 25 to
40% after amputation of the leg for upper tibia sarcoma
and more than 50% for more distal tumors. Overall,
the best survival rate is obtained for proximal humeral
osteosarcomas (more than 80% survival) then the tibia
locations proximal (80% survival) and finally distal and
proximal femur respectively with 73% and 70% survival.
In our population, overall survival of femur location was
61.5% at 5 years.
•Histological findings
The incidence of histologic forms seems to be
variable from one series to another [27-28]. Osteoblastic
forms would have the worst prognosis with a lower
recurrence-free survival at 5 years. In Houston study of
MD Anderson, the recurrence-free survival was 57% for
the osteoblastic form versus 80% for the fibroblastic one.
In Memorial Hospital, the recurrence-free survival at 5
years was 67% for osteoblastic and chondroblastic forms
and 93% for fibroblastic forms. In the Dahlin series, there
was no difference in prognosis between the telangiectatic
and conventional form. The telangiectatic form has a very
variable prognosis according to the series since their
prognosis is better in the Raymond and Jaffee series
(recurrence-free survival at 5 years of 40%). In our Data,
median progression-free survival was 17 months for the
osteoblastic form, 20 months for the chondroblastic form
and 6 months for the fibroblastic forms.
• The histological response to neoadjuvant
chemotherapy is currently one of the prognostic factors
for major osteosarcomas. The 5-year survival of good
responders ranges from 60 to 80 % versus 40 to 60% in
the case of a poor histological response [29-30].
Other prognostic factors are currently under evaluation
[31].
• BMP (Bone Morphogenetic Protein): When present,
tumors are resistant to chemotherapy and 83% of cases
are metastatic to the lungs.
• Quantification of (dDNA) P glycoprotein detected by
immunohistochemistry, which evaluates the predictable
response to chemotherapy,
• The presence of the mdrl gene also seems to have
a value in the prediction resistance to chemotherapy.
In conclusion, this study is the first large national
population-based incidence report of osteosarcoma
in Tunisia. It provides a better understanding of
the epidemiologic characteristics of this disease.
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